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I would be grateful if you would register my support for Manstom Airport as follows :

Why I Need Manston Airport open again.

I have lived and worked around Woking most of my working life. All of my employment
years had been with companies who were not in the aviation market but absolutely relied
on the proximity of nearby airports. Offices were positioned close to airports to ship parts
or to move staff to appropriate locations efficiently.

Why Thanet Needs Manston Airport.

It is obvious that Thanet lacks the business opportunities that I enjoyed. The lack of an
Airport is depriving locals and critically the next generation opportunities for a wider
variety of carers that I enjoyed. 

A classic example is local business parks who could claim travel to and from their offices
to UK and European destinations within an hour or so. Without Manston Airport that time
and more is consumed just by travelling to the London airports.

An airport and the enterprises it attracts and feeds back into the young. Local schools have
to focus on the  reakistic carer opportunities available. These are Mainly in hospitality
related and are typically low paid and seasonal. The Manston Airport will generate
aspirations for general engineering, technical as well as those in aviation itself. Plus there
will be valuable carers in businesses that relocate to be near an Airport with un-congested
access to the skies.

Why the UK Needs Manston Airport.

The London airspace is a transport pinch point. With sensible overnight restrictions there
are very limited ways this capacity can be increased. 

Some goods are flown into Western European destinations and then transported onwards to
the UK. These unnecessary journeys also adds to the capacity issues on the Dover Calais
links.

Enabling freight to land at Manston Airport will receive the London airspace pinch point
and absolutely reduce logistics costs for the UK.

The new and substantial capacity at Manston Airport will also boost new business
opportunities so desperately needed in East Kent.

Why there is a Global Need for Manston Airport.

It makes no sense at all after Brexit to ignore the logistics anomaly of bring goods destined
for UK into the mainland EU first. Manston Airport has capacity to present the world with
an efficient Uk landing point for goods for onward shipping to the South and East as well
as into London and onwards.

Covid



The pandemic has illustrated the need at times to ship vast quantities of vaccine and ppe.
Future plans must include options that can rely at times to boost logistics capacity to
maintain normal business while at the same time moving medical supplies rapidly into and
out of the UK. This is not possible with the current minimal options focused on existing
airports.

Popularity

Opiniom polling including National elections have repeatedly demonstrated overwhelming
local support for Manston Airport.

Thankyou

Bernie Elbourn




